Guide to Becoming a Driving Instructor
A New Career… Could you be a driving instructor?
Have you ever pondered the prospect of becoming a
driving instructor, considering what a career in this profession would really be like? If so, read on…

Instructor Training

A New Career…

Have you ever imagined—what does it take to do this kind of work?
If this is you, here are some insights into what is involved in this very professional
and challenging, yet highly rewarding career.
What does it take?
There are many attributes and skills needed to teach driving on today’s roads. Interpersonal and communicative skills for effective dialogue and building rapport,
with many people. An aptitude to fit the role of a teacher with some insight into
how people learn, and gain understanding. Problem solving, planning, multi-tasking,
time management skills along with administrative and business skills for effectively
working as a self-employed professional…
Above all you need the motivation to succeed and make a difference in the
transport industry.
The market
Several factors contribute to the continued need for qualified driving instructors
such as the volume of people annually turning seventeen, and their need for vocational or educational mobility. Not to mention the number of international driving
test candidates each year required to take a UK driving test. Combining this with
the rising driving test standards reflected in the national average number of hours
taken to pass the test now which is approximately 45 hours. This is statistically
shown over the previous 10 years, between 1992-1994 54% of men aged 17 to 20
held a licence in contrast to 2004-2005 when the figure fell to 29%. There are also
post-test training and evaluation opportunities.

Benefits of becoming an ADI
Flexibility—all driving instructors are self-employed, which means flexibility and
freedom when managing your weekly schedule, to suit other demands on your
time. You can work from 1 to 10 hours or more a day. This also means flexibility
over your annual holidays. This level of flexibility also extends to the possibility of
freezing your ADI licence and restarting again after time away from teaching,

perhaps for study travel or maternity leave, an option rarely available in most employed positions.
Financial rewards—Self-employment is generally acknowledged as more financially rewarding than employed work of a similar nature, and this is generally true
as a driving instructor in relation to other employed work when comparing working hours and qualifications earned / experience gained.
Typical weekly earnings—based on working for an established driving school
Gross income for 35 hours at £23 per hour: £805—LESS
Franchise fee
£200
Inland Revenue / NIC £50

(includes car costs and supply of pupils)

Fuel

income (£500 / week) will increase be-

£55

If you start up on your own your net
cause your business costs would not be

Net income / week

£500

as high as a franchise fee.

Job satisfaction—Being a driving instructor enjoys the position of meeting many
different people and gives a high level of satisfaction knowing that you are teaching
someone a valuable life skill, both throughout their lessons to the test day and potentially beyond with the variety of post-test training roles available within today’s
driver training industry.
There is scope for career development as an ADI with a range of possibilities,
such as ADI, fleet or advanced driver training or theory presenting, besides more.

Legal Requirements
To apply for registration to become a driving instructor requires that you hold
and have held a full British or Northern Ireland unrestricted car driving license,
for a total of four years. A foreign, automatic or provisional driving license held
after passing the test all count toward the four years.

Legal Requirements continued...
You must not have been disqualified from driving at any time in the 4 years prior
to registration. If you have 6 or more penalty points on your license you may be
refused entry to the register, however each individual case is judged on its own
merit.
Before registering as a PDI (Provisional Driving Instructor) any convictions motoring and non-motoring will be considered by the DSA, when your suitability for
registration is assessed. This will be followed by a criminal record check, the information from this will be used to assess your suitability for registration.
After registering as a PDI you will need to pass the qualifying practical exams within two years of passing the theory exam. And finally you will need to apply for registration within 12 months of passing the final part 3 practical exam of instructional ability.
Applying – you will need to apply for an ADI13 starter pack by calling the DSA
and ordering over the telephone. Purchase can be by credit or debit card or alternatively you can write to DSA at their address requesting an ADI13 pack enclosing a cheque.
2011 Initial registration fee at time of writing is £5
When completing your application character references will be required from two
people who know you well, and will be prepared to vouch for you when approached by the Registrar.
For more information go to the website address below:
http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/layer?
r.l1=1081597476&r.l2=1082103262&r.l3=1084755704&r.s=tl&topicId=1082104381

Qualifying Process in 3 Stages
Part-One comprises a theory test of 100 questions divided into 4 different set
topics of 25 questions per topic, minimum pass mark is 80% in each topic however no less than 85% is required overall to pass. Combined with a hazard perception test requiring a score of 57 out of 75. Both parts must be passed at the same
time.
2011 Part-One test fee at time of writing is £90
Part-Two is an advanced driving test lasting 1 hour and among other things will
test your defensive driving approach, attitude & courtesies to other road users
and vehicle handling control and use of eco-friendly driving techniques, and also
manoeuvring. You will also have to answer some questions about basic operation
of your vehicle (Show Me/Tell Me), and carryout an eyesight test in this exam.
You will be limited to three attempts at this part of the examination qualifying
process, if you fail 3 times you will need to wait for two years from the date that
you passed Part-One of the qualifying process before you can start again, at the
beginning.
2011 Part- Two test fee at time of writing is £111
Part-Three is a practical test of your ability to instruct in which you need to
demonstrate your ability to assess and correct (simulated) driving errors. Like
Part-Two you are only allowed three attempts after which you will need to wait
for 2 years and start again with Part-One. Part-Three uses “role-play” to test the
PDI’s ability in which the SE-ADI will role play two different learners / drivers at
different stages of training, your task will be to sort out any problems exhibited
and develop new skills. The test is split into two 'phases' each lasting about twenty
-five minutes, during the first phase the examiner will play the role of a beginner
learner with little or no experience of the subject that you asked to teach. During
the second phase the examiner will play the role of a pupil nearing test standard
with some prior knowledge / experience of the set subject. You will be assessed
on your ability to match your instruction to the level of the pupils who are portrayed, observe and correct any errors and maintain a safe controlled learning environment.
2011 Part-Three test fee at time of writing is £111

You will need to pass all three exams completing the whole examination process
within two years of passing the Part-One otherwise you will need to start again
from the beginning.
When qualified you will need to pay a registration fee every four years
to the DSA, which at the time of writing (2011) is £300.

Why Train with Focus?
The training syllabus and structure which Focus Driver Training follows has
proved successful time and time again, producing successful results which compare favourably when compared to the annual DSA ADI qualifying exam pass rate.
Advantages of training with focus – our training is arranged at your convenience and can be undertaken over two hour sessions on a one-to-one basis, this is
unique when compared to conventional training methods which often entail complete and successive training days and are usually on a two-to-one basis.
This training method is a more effective way of managing your training sessions
allowing you complete control over your training time, making it work for you to
maximum advantage. In this way more time is allowed between each training session allowing opportunity for private practice, and consolidation before undertaking the next session / stage.
Other training options – alternately you can structure your training to facilitate
your day-to-day / individual circumstances, contact us for more information on
this.
Financial benefits – other training courses sometimes appear attractively priced,
though often come with hefty franchise agreement tie-ins for when you qualify.
Our course allows you the choice of a franchise with us after qualifying, or the
option of independence.
When these above aspect of one-to-one training in addition to the delivery method of our ADI courses are considered, it will be seen that our courses are real
value for money.

Training support – above all else our service aims to be professional and supportive each step of the way throughout your training, also including telephone
support.

We are an ORDIT Registered Establishment
Why choose an ORDIT registered trainer?
Choosing the right company/trainer to carry out your driving instructor training is
not an easy thing and can be a time consuming task researching all of the information available. For some the most important factors may be that of placing confidence in nationally recognised training establishments and for others it may well
be training prices, however very few people consider whether their training establishment is an ORDIT accredited establishment.
The DSA strongly advise all those would-be-instructors to train with a driving instructor trainer who is on the ORDIT register (official register of driving instructor trainers), see DSA citation below:
The Driving Standards Agency (DSA) and the driver training industry
have a single register of suitably qualified and inspected driving instructor trainers and training businesses. Find out where your local training
business is and what training is offered to become an approved driving
instructor (ADI). If you want training to become an ADI you can approach any of the organisations on the register knowing they have
reached the necessary standards. The representatives of the driver training industry and
DSA have set these standards.”
Driving Standards Agency.
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Motoring/Drivingforaliving/DG_182842

We are an ORDIT Registered Establishment
Why choose an ORDIT registered trainer?

You can be confident that
all of your training with Focus will be carried out by an
ORDIT registered training
establishment which has
passed the DSA’s rigorous
ORDIT exam, of which
there is currently (August
2011) only one other
ORDIT training establishment in Southampton, you
will see this by following the
link below.

Make ORDIT the decisive factor when choosing your driving instructor training establishment/trainer!
http://www.dft.gov.uk/fyn/ordit.php

Course Outline
Part-One – the Part-One training phase consists of 8 hours training time (4 x 2
hr sessions) during which time your driving will be assessed, and guidance given to
help you start practicing for your Part-Two immediately during your own time.
During your second 2hr session you will be introduced to fault assessment which
is the primary skill of a driving instructor; also covered will be the instructor’s
cock-pit drill followed by an opportunity for you (the PDI) to identify and correct
faults played by your trainer.
In your third 2hr session you will be introduced to manner patience and tact in
dealing with pupils, communication skills, the giving of directions and instructor
terminology, lesson planning and structuring and other exercises to aid in your
development as an ADI.
In your fourth 2hr session your trainer will aid you with your preparation for the
Part-One exam, and advise you in regard to your exam date. In between these
training sessions you will need to work through your books / training manuals to
help prepare you for your Part-One exam. One aim throughout the Part-One
training is to give you some insight into the role of an ADI.
Part-Two – the Part-Two training phase consists of 10 hours training time (6 x 1
½ hr sessions followed by your Part-Two exam), initially your ADI trainer will recap the outcome of your initial drive that you did during your Part-One training,
to monitor and measure your level of progress. Your Part-Two training will then
focus on all the required topics and manoeuvres to prepare you for your PartTwo exam. You will be coached toward the M – S – P – S – L (Mirrors – Signal –
Position – Speed – Look) routine if you aren’t already familiar with this, in addition
to the L – A – D – A (L – A – D – A) routine these being two fundamental systems of driving essential to passing the Part-Two test.

Course Outline continued...
Each of the topics and manoeuvres incorporated into the Part-Two test will be
covered throughout this stage of your training, and you will also be working
through the private practice record forms in the Part-Two driving manual
throughout this phase of your Part-Two training.
Part-Three – the Part-Three phase of your training consists of 40 hours training
time (18 x 2hr sessions + 1 x 4hr session) these training sessions are broken
down into two sections. The first 12 hours (6 x 2hr sessions) focus on driving instructors key skills such as watching and verbalising events and actions, controlling
the “pupil” and the car verbally and physically. Also included and covered in the
key skills are the instructor’s repertoire of instructor tools such as Q & A, lesson
planning, feedback and encouragement besides more, and also the fault assessment
skills of correctly dealing with “pupil” faults.
The second 28 hours (12 x 2hr sessions + 1 x 4hr session) systematically work
through all the topics covered for a learner or experienced driver, referring to
and showing the relevancy of the set PST’s (Pre-Set Tests). Throughout this part
of the training phase there will be lots of “pupil role-playing” at different levels to
aid the PDI in developing their ability to effectively hone their instructional level to
the “pupil” in role. Throughout this phase of the Part-Three training there will be
opportunity for mock tests, and time allocated for remedial training where it is
needed the most, before taking the Part-Three exam.
Establishing a pattern – before starting your training it will be important for you
to consider how much time you can devote to study each week, and of establishing a daily or weekly pattern. This will be aided and encouraged further through
the home study manuals and accompanying mock tests, which enable monitoring
of your progress. You will also be able to develop and work to a plan with your
trainer in order to work within the DSA examination time frame as well as your
own time frame expectations.
Duration of the course – the duration of our ADI training course depends on
the speed at which the individual training works through the course content and
sufficiently prepares for each separate exam.

As a general guide there have been PDIs who have fully qualified as ADI’s within
as little as 5 months, however this is not the norm. Conversely others have taken
virtually the full two year time frame permitted by the DSA after initially passing
the Part-One theory test. We will arrange your training to the time frame which
most suits your individual needs in relation to work, allocated study time and your
individual time frame that you may have set as a goal to complete the ADI training
course within.

Cost of the Course
Our costs compare quite favourably with many others on the market. If you
choose payment option 1 you will need to pay the full amount of the training
course at the start. The full cost of the course, including all training manuals and
CDs but not including DSA test fees, is £2195 payable at the course induction.
Option 2 requires you to pay for each part of the course in advance, prior to the
next stage of training. There are six payments in all, as follows:
1. Part 1 - £395 paid at the course induction
2. Part 2 - £400 paid at the start of Part 2 training
3. Part 3 - £1600 (4 payments of £400)
Option 2 also includes all training manuals and CDs but does not include DSA test
fees. The full cost of Option 2 is £2395.

Principal Trainer’s Qualifications
We only use ORDIT registered trainers to carry out our driving instructor training courses.
Qualifications (ordered by relevancy):
2003 – DSA APPROVED DRIVING INSTRUCTOR (Grade 5)
2005 – DSA APPROVED FLEET REGISTERED TRAINER (Grade 5)
2011 – DSA ORDIT ACCREDITED TRAINER
2010 – DIA DIPLOMA IN DRIVING INSTRUCTION (ALL FIVE MODULES)
2010 – CITY & GUILDS 7303 PREPARING TO TEACH IN THE LIFE LONG LEARNING SECTOR
2010 – CITY & GUILDS 7300 INTRODUCTION TO TRAINER SKILLS
2005 – DIAmond SPECIAL TEST
2011 – RoSPA Advanced Driving Test (Gold Standard)
2005 – DIA PRESENTATION SKILLS CERTIFICATE
2006 - Instructor training certificate issued through AIM (Phil Hurst)
2008 – Category A, B, BE, B1, C, C1, C1E, D1, & D1E driving licence categories

For further information
please contact:
ADI Instruction
T:
0800 612 9093
F:
0845 638 3206
info@focusdrivertraining.com
www.focusdrivertraining.com

Focus Driver Training Ltd.
40, Old Clover Nooke
Old Redbridge Road
Southampton
Hampshire
SO15 0NF
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